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Appendix H:
Terms, Codes and Abbreviations used in Enthymeme Analysis

KEY:
App. Appendix
E. enthymeme (plural 'Es.').
arg. argument
expl. explanation
syll. syllogistic
sorites a series of concatenated enthymemes
epikheirema a developed syllogism in which each of the two premisses is accompanied

by its own proof
par. paraenetic
trad. tradition
M major premise of a syllogism
m minor premise of a syllogism
=> conclusion of a syllogism
<=> equivalent to
vs. versus
Preferred preferred approach for analysis of this enthymeme
 approach
{} indicate that the enclosed statement is a supplied silent premiss.
[] indicate that the enclosed words are not part of the text in the English

Bible translation (i.e. the RSV unless otherwise specified).
Marker the word signalling the enthymematic relationship between two

statements (usually at the beginning of the second statement)
Basis basis for inclusion in the list of enthymemes
Literature commentator(s) who explicitly state that this text is (or is not) an

enthymeme or deductive argument. 
Agree, Disagree listed author(s) explicitly state that this text is (or is not) an enthymeme or 

deductive argument. 
Intensity  force of persuasion of the argument involved.
Themes themes of premisses: theme of silent premiss is between brackets ('{}');

bold signals a crossover of themes between premisses (a significant
change of theme involving at least the second level of theme cataloguing,
if not the first).

Type type of proof provided by the silent premiss 
REJECT this text was considered for inclusion in list of enthymemes, but

eventually set aside.
REASON reason for rejecting the candidate text
RSV Revised Standard Version text
RSV* in this case the Revised Standard Version translation is misleading as to
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the understanding of the enthymeme involved.
P/OT Ch. Perelman and L. Olbechts-Tyteca, Traité de l'argumentation. La

nouvelle rhétorique (Bruxelles, 1970).
NA27r Novum Testamentum Graece. Nestle-Aland Text (revised 27th ed.,

Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1993).
LXX the Septuagint

Abbreviations and technical terms used in the thematic cataloguing:
univ. universal
relig. religious
non-relig. non-religious
human. generic humanity (this expression is taken from Donaldson. 1997: 107).
theol. theological
Israel generic Israel (from the Christian and Pauline point of view) 
covenant how the covenant between God and his people is understood to function
Chr. Christian
Chr. world Christian world
Pract. practise
bold characters signals a crossover of themes between premisses (a significant change of

theme involving at least the second level of theme cataloguing, if not the
first).


